


KEY CONCEPTS

WHAT IS A SPHERE?

A sphere is a round ball-shaped object.

A sphere has a set of points in space that are a given 
distance (radius) from a fixed point (centre)

SURFACE AREA

The formula for the surface area of a 
sphere with radius r is SASPHERE = 
4 r2.

If you know the surface area of a 
sphere, you can determine the radius, 
r, of the sphere.

VOLUME

The volume of a sphere with radius r is 
given by the formula

You can calculate the empty space in a 
container by subtracting the volume of 
the object from the volume of the 
container in which it is packaged.
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EXAMPLE 1 Calculating Surface Area and Volume

Calculate the surface area and volume for the spheres pictured

24 rSA 
2)7(4

244.615 cm
r
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303.1436 cm



EXAMPLE 1 Calculating Surface Area and Volume

Calculate the surface area and volume for the spheres pictured

24 rSA 
2)6(4

216.452 m

This is diameter (d)

Radius (r) = d / 2
= 12 / 2
= 6 m
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332.904 m
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EXAMPLE 2
Calculating the Radius of a Sphere, Surface Area Given

According to Answers.com, the surface area of a soccer ball is 
approximately 1600 cm2.  

What is the (average) radius of a soccer ball?

24 rSA 
241600 r Isolate r2

 Divide both sides by 4

23885.127 r Isolate r
 Square root both sides23885.127 r

r3.11 The average radius of a soccer ball is 11.3 
centimetres.
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EXAMPLE 3
Application: Calculating the Volume of an Empty 
Space

A spherical object was placed inside a square box 
with sides measuring 26 cm.

What is the volume of empty space inside the box? 26 cm

Step 1: Calculate the 
volume of the box

lwhV 

)26)(26)(26(

Length, width and height are all the same!

317576cm



EXAMPLE 3
Application: Calculating the Volume of an Empty 
Space

A spherical object was placed inside a square box 
with sides measuring 26 cm.

What is the volume of empty space inside the box? 26 cm

Step 1: Calculate the 
volume of the box

Step 2: Calculate the 
volume of the spherical 
object
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This is 
diameter 
(d)
Radius (r)
= d / 2
= 26 / 2
= 13 cm
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378.9202 cm

lwhV 
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EXAMPLE 3
Application: Calculating the Volume of an Empty 
Space

A spherical object was placed inside a square box 
with sides measuring 26 cm.

What is the volume of empty space inside the box? 26 cm

Step 1: Calculate the 
volume of the box

317576cm

Step 2: Calculate the 
volume of the spherical 
object

378.9202 cm

Step 3: Subtract the 
volumes from each other

VOLUME = VBOX – VSPHERE

= 17576 – 9202.78
= 8373.22 cm3

The volume of the empty space is 8373.22 
cubic centimetres.



Homework:

Page 459 – 461 
#1ac, 2b, 3, 4, 5a, 7b

Page 465 – 469 
#1ac, 2 – 4, 7, 8


